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Abstract
Between 2016 and 2017, inflows along the central Mediterranean peaked, increasing pressures on the
southern European border. Coordination with Libya to reduce departures has been possible thanks to
the role played by Italy, backed by the Union. The diplomatic effort exhibited mainly through 2017 crafted
a framework aimed at simultaneously ensuring Libya’s interest in regaining full control of its sovereign
prerogatives and addressing the EU’s desire to reduce irregular inflows. This new framework is explored
in this work through the lens of migration diplomacy with a double aim: to enrich the existing body of
research by proposing a triangular analysis of migration diplomacy and to expand the literature on the
external dimension of the Union’s migration policy, by pointing out the political nature of migration rela-
tions and its critical aspects.
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Introduction
Between 2016 and 2017, the central Mediterranean became the main transit zone for irregular
entry into the European Union (EU), with Libya being the principal departure gate from
Africa, and Italy the key landing dock. From 2014, inflows started to soar compared to previous
years, reaching a peak in 2016 when more than 180,000 migrants arrived (Pradella and Rad,
2017). The number of deaths at sea also peaked, adding to the tragic list of drownings over
the last 20 years.

Quite predictably, a central concern for Italy and the EU had become how to cope with the
increasingly challenging situation of disembarkments from Libya flowing into Europe, mostly
through Italy. The North African country’s situation rendered it impracticable to replicate the
strategy implemented with the EU–Turkey Statement of 2016, that is, sealing off the main cor-
ridor to the Union during the notorious ‘migration crisis’. Some coordination with Libya has
been possible, however. From 2014, the state had already become the focus of a new argument
reiterated at different levels that the country’s unity, stability, security and development were
all being undermined by irregular immigration, and that policy towards Libya should reflect
this. This posture became prominent through 2017 as key players crafted a new framework
aimed at simultaneously ensuring Libya’s interest in regaining full control of its sovereign prero-
gatives and addressing the EU’s desire to reduce irregular inflows.

This new framework is explored in this work through the lens of migration diplomacy. Recent
interest in this concept has visibly intensified: scholarship has started to examine its meaning and
possible uses, while experts and analysts have underscored its growing applicability to states’
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relations. The EU’s increasing reliance on its foreign policy box to cope with migration challenges
makes the concept of utmost relevance and the case under analysis appropriate for developing
research along this line of enquiry.

Overall, this work makes two important contributions to the available literature. First, it pro-
vides original insights into the existent body of research on migration diplomacy, going beyond
the classic two-level game (Adamson and Tsourapas, 2019) that is often supposed to exist in
negotiations. Triangulating the EU’s, Italy’s and Libya’s interactions in fact demonstrates that
constraints are placed on migration diplomatic strategies (Tsourapas, 2017, 2379) not only by
states’ domestic constituencies [as often applies to liberal democracies (Greenhill, 2016)] but
also by ‘external’ pressures, in this specific case those exerted simultaneously by the diplomatic
game being played between Italy and the EU on migration. Second, it expands the literature
on the external dimension of the Union’s migration policy and related critical approaches, by
pointing out the political nature of migration relations: assuming that the EU’s (and Member
States’) strategies on migration are inexorably imposed on external actors implies neglecting
the role migration currently plays in actors’ interactions. Likewise, precisely because of the deplor-
able consequences of certain policies for migrants’ fates, there is a vital need to carefully context-
ualize them in order to seek remedies.

The article proceeds as follows. It first introduces migration diplomacy as a concept, consider-
ing the previous disorganized scholarship and highlighting the contribution of recent works.
Then, it details the stages that, on different levels, have seen migration diplomacy at work: by
examining the compound relations between Italy, the EU and Libya that led to the hectic
phase of deals between 2016 and 2017 in the field of migration, the case study adds original
insights to the analysis of the concept, exploring the interplay between different negotiating tables
and its consequences. A final section exposes the main criticisms of the diplomatic effort in rela-
tions with Libya. The conclusion briefly sums up the main findings.

Migration in states’ interactions
As the EU’s governance of migration has become entangled with its external action, a growing
scholarship has devoted attention to the form and nature of such an occurrence, often in a critical
way. The strand of research focussing on ‘externalization dynamics’ is now decades old (among
others Boswell, 2003; Lavenex and Kunz, 2008) but by no means démodé, nourished by recent
cooperation projects launched by the Union with third states (Collett and Ahad, 2017; Koch
et al., 2018; Baldwin-Edwards and Lutterbeck, 2019). Significant contributions have shed light
on the bias of this line of enquiry, albeit missing the ‘political’ aspect of the matter: the EU’s
actions do not occur in a vacuum but become part of a game being played between actors,
often with different stakes (Pastore and Roman, 2020). The literature on ‘conditionality’ has
somehow captured the relational nature of migration, mainly underscoring the paternalistic
and neo-colonial dynamics at play. Relations between Italy and Libya seem to fit the case even
beyond the Gaddafi’s rule, confirming the argument of those scholars sustaining that neo-
colonialism is still largely at play in a dissimilar or exactly because of a different political and
security context (Morone, 2017; Pradella and Cillo, 2020), where Italy’s interests cross those of
some actors claiming power in the country. However, which player truly gets the upper hand
is not straightforward when migration is concerned (Greenhill, 2010, 2016; Pastore, 2017;
Woollard, 2018).

Certainly, there is nothing new about ‘negotiations’ in foreign policy. For a long time now, an
entrenched scholarship has analysed tactical issue-linkage as a bargaining game where compen-
sations by one party are provided to persuade the target actor to cooperate (Haas, 1980;
Kratochwil and Mansfield, 1994; Hampshire, 2016). This game has often been at play in the
field of migration, from admission opportunities for citizens of specific states to irregular
migrants’ readmission, to name just a few issues. Going beyond tactical issue-linkage, where
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issues need not be conceptually bound, Betts (2011) has moved a step forward in bridging studies
on international relations and migration: cross-issue persuasion traces a direct causal relationship
between the issues being discussed, originating substantive issue-linkages and adding another
layer of depth to negotiations.1

The potential of planned exchange on migration has not passed unnoticed; hence scholars
have started to talk about the possible use of migration in diplomatic relations (Thiollett,
2011; İçduygu and Aksel, 2014). According to Greenhill (2016, 24), migrants and refugees
have historically been used as ‘foreign-policy bargaining chips’, nicely said, or ‘coercive weapons’,
truthfully, to manipulate a target. Still, the international relations literature seems to have
neglected the relevance of the topic and the need for a systematic analysis of the processes at
play (Tsourapas, 2017). That is, the potential for the strategic use of migration was captured,
yet mainly explored in the context of other disciplines. The recent surge of migration into actors’
foreign strategy and policy suggests that now more than ever, this field of research warrants spe-
cific consideration.

For all these reasons, re-energized consideration of ‘migration diplomacy’ is much welcome in
both theoretical and analytical terms. Migration diplomacy as a concept holds the potential to
make sense of how migration relations are built as part of actors’ reciprocal interactions. In a
recently published article, Adamson and Tsourapas (2019) introduce the concept as ‘states’ use
of diplomatic tools, processes, and procedures to manage cross-border population mobility’
(115–116), specifying that the expression applies to states’ actions (but can be extended to inter-
national actors such as the EU) and refers to those migration policies which are part of diplomacy
or foreign relations. According to the authors, the diplomatic use of cross-border mobility can
promote the achievement of foreign policy aims, and diplomatic tools could be employed to
achieve migration-related goals. Ultimately, this would be mostly determined by a country’s ‘pos-
ition (or role)’ in the migratory journey, despite the awkwardness of this distinction today.
Recently, the literature has particularly emphasized the political strategies of states and specifically
those dubbed ‘transit’ states, offering a new entry to the analysis of the interaction between migra-
tion and influence. Assessing the case of Niger, Frowd (2020) maintains that the multilevel and
multi-layered ‘production’ of the state as a transit area operated by international interveners,
Nigerian actors, sub-state, non-state and international organizations has a clear impact on secur-
ity practices applied in that context; it also has the effect of placing migration close to cross-
national crime, while promoting a blending of civilian-security capacity building and migration
management. Adamson and Tsourapas’ reference to the EU–Turkey Statement of 2016 and
related provocatory stances adopted to show Turkey’s leverage on the issue convincingly demon-
strates the pertinence of the concept (see also Demiryontar, 2020). In a similar way, Düvell (2017)
argues that power relations between Turkey and the EU have largely been reconfigured since the
migration crisis.

The concept is increasingly being applied among scholars producing original research. Some
works have investigated the influence of geographical position and diplomatic relations on
domestic migration plans, as in the case of Morocco and Turkey’s policies launched in 2013
(Fernández-Molina and De Larramendi, 2020; Norman, 2020). Some others have investigated
the connection between states’ migration diplomacy and foreign and security policy objectives,
illustrated, for example, by cooperation between the Union and Jordan since the start of the
Syrian crisis in 2011 (Seeberg, 2020) and Egypt’s cooperative stance on migration as evidenced
by the 2016 anti-smuggling law (Völkel, 2020). But IR pundits have yet to explore the most salient
features and dynamics currently at play in states’ interactions on migration.

Therefore, focussing on the concrete aspects of the discipline might be an invitation for further
reflection. The distinction between cooperative and coercive migration diplomacy (Tsourapas,

1The environment-migration and the development-migration nexuses are two leading examples of emerging dominant
debates exemplifying substantive issue-linkages (Betts 2010).
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2017) is germane here: in the first case, the diplomatic game involving migration is expected to
produce advantages for the actors engaged in negotiations, while in the second case, one actor’s
will may be imposed on another, reducing the strategic options of the subdued. According to
Tsourapas (2017, 2368), Muammar Gaddafi made use of both cooperative and coercive migration
diplomacy between 1969 and 2011 in relations between Libya and other African states, and pri-
marily showed a coercive mode with the EU and EU Member States, Italy first and foremost
(Paoletti, 2010; Ceccorulli, 2014) to achieve different sets of goals. Exploring the case of the
Syrian refugee crisis, Tsourapas (2019) infers that the choice between a ‘blackmailing’ or a ‘back-
scratching’ strategy can be adopted by a state hosting refugees according to the numbers of refu-
gees hosted and its geostrategic location, confirming yet again the role played by a state’s (self)
positioning as a ‘transit’ country.

In contrast, this work highlights how the diplomatic use of migration has recently adopted the
narrative of a cooperative game: linking Libya’s stabilization with the fight against human smug-
glers had the potential to achieve both Italy’s and the EU’s objective of curtailing irregular arrivals
(migration as an end) and the aim of Libya’s Government of National Accord (GNA), to be inter-
nationally recognized and supported in regaining its damaged statehood (migration as a means).
Irregular immigration – described as a tool in the hands of smugglers – was cast as a threat to the
political existence of Libya as a state with sovereign prerogatives and development potential, risk-
ing both the country’s unity and migrants’ lives. Despite the problems with this argument, the
triangular interplay pivoting around migration is worth examining.

Methodology and case-selection
Europe has a vested interest in seeking cooperation with Libya to stem irregular mobility across
the Mediterranean. Irregular arrivals have posed particular challenges for the EU as it seeks to
balance and address a range of stakes. Indeed, attempts at cooperation in order to cut down
on arrivals are not new; but they have hardly worked in the past. More profitable attempts
have been conducted at the state-to-state level (Cassarino, 2010), mostly informally (Cassarino,
2018), and in a way that builds on specific pre-existing relations between countries. Where ‘suc-
cess’ has been achieved, however, flows have generally been reduced only temporarily, and were
more often simply diverted elsewhere, raising concerns over the treatment of migrants ‘contained’
in origin or transit countries (Coleman, 2009; Carrera, 2016; Yildiz, 2016; Collett and Ahad,
2017).

Italian–Libyan relations in the field of migration are characterized by a history of success and
setbacks. Tied by a colonial past, by geographical proximity and by reciprocal and substantial eco-
nomic interests, the two countries have traditionally treated migration as another dossier in their
strategic interactions. Whereas Italy had long-established and constant contacts with the north
African country, the EU could hardly exert any leverage on the state. For this specific reason,
looking at the way the Italy–EU–Libya diplomatic game on migration has recently developed
is worth exploring as a case study. This heuristic exercise is relevant per se in that Libya has
been constantly ‘co-produced’ as a ‘transit country’ (Frowd, 2020), even though it is in fact a des-
tination for most migrants heading there (Pradella and Cillo, 2020). Indeed, it has recently been
the main corridor for irregular immigrants into the Union and fertile ground for a myriad of
other dreadful transnational challenges spuriously related to migration. The analysis also aims
to uncover aspects that previous research has left untouched. Certainly, the diplomatic game
being played between Italy and the Union has been highly relevant both in terms of the content
and pace of diplomatic interaction between Italy and Libya.

The article employs a methodology of process tracing of documents and public statements to
uncover the arguments of policy-makers and how these have played out in policy decisions
(Beach, 2017). Both EU and Italian primary sources are considered together with relevant
speeches and interviews. As a compendium, the existing academic literature as a secondary source
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is explored. EU documents from 2014 and 2017 are analysed, to appreciate the urgency of addres-
sing human smuggling and to support Italy’s initiative to cope. In contrast, Italy is mainly
observed throughout 2017, as this is the year when contacts reached their peak thanks to new
activism and frantic contacts with the Union to defuse pressures on the southern European
border.

Migration diplomacy at play: capacity-building to restore Libya’s sovereignty
Over the last several years, the Mediterranean region has been deeply troubled by ongoing pol-
itical and security instability in Libya. This began with the mass uprisings of 2011, brutally
repressed by Libya’s ruler, Muammar Gaddafi. After two United Nations (UN) resolutions in
two months (no 1970 and 1973) aimed at protecting the civilian population, NATO took on
the leadership of an already assembled multinational force and launched the military operation
Unified Protector (Engelbrekt et al., 2013; Kuperman, 2013). Italy, which was initially ambivalent
with regard to the operation for fear of compromising agreements reached with Libya’s leader
especially in 2008, then engaged in full force, its military effort being the fourth after the US,
France and the UK’s (Ceccorulli and Coticchia, 2015). The operation eventually led to the top-
pling and death of Gaddafi, according to some the real objective of the international coalition
(Pradella and Rad, 2017), only to leave unresolved many issues related to the subsequent stability
and unity of the country. In particular, as emphasized by many scholars, fragmentation, caused
by many groups quickly shifting alliances, merging, dividing and rebranding themselves, has been
a key feature of the internal struggle for political succession (Pack, 2019). As acknowledged by the
Union, there was a clear failure to adequately address disarmament and reconciliation (European
External Action Service, 2014) in a country that had lost most of its sovereignty prerogatives. This
security vacuum also intersected with significant regional turmoil, security challenges and
mounting external intrusions by states exhibiting divergent aims. Restoring Libya’s sovereignty
and capacity to control its borders thus became an urgent priority for the entire international
community – especially for the EU, since Libya was at the moment the main departure gate
for migrants seeking to enter Europe.

Starting in 2014, hostilities between different factions in the country resumed over the polit-
ical, economic and military control of the state and different visions of the country’s future
emerged (European External Action Service, 2014). Given its geographical proximity to
Europe – but also its centrality to fundamental European interests, such as hydrocarbons – the
EU felt the need to confront the looming instability in the country. In 2014, the External
Service of the EU was tasked with preparing the Political Framework for a Crisis Approach
(PFCA) to lay out the strategic priorities in this area. First among these priorities was to support
the work of the UN in trying to advance a political dialogue in the country with the aim of ending
hostilities. The resumption of conflict in 2014 also forced the EUBAM Libya mission to slow its
pace of activity and decrease personnel, and to shift the headquarters of its security support and
border management operations at Libya’s main borders (air, land and sea) to neighbouring
Tunisia, given the impossibility of running operations in Libya itself.

After 2014, flows started to visibly increase in the central Mediterranean and concurrently also
the number of persons dying in the attempt to reach the EU. This clearly signalled the perilous
nature of that transit corridor, as well as the poor travelling conditions suffered by migrants
mostly subject to smuggling operations. In April 2015, when more than 800 migrants capsized
and died off the coast of Libya, the international community was compelled to show resolve,
pointing the finger at the smugglers, who had been free to operate because of Libya’s evident
lack of capacity to exert effective control of its territory, especially given its attenuated security
apparatus.2 Against this background, the UN Security Council passed Resolution 2240 (2015)

2For an overview of the type, nature and migration trends in Libya, see Darme and Benattia (2017).
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on 9 October 2015, authorising Member States to intercept (and eventually seize) vessels at sea off
the Libyan coast suspected of migrant smuggling. Thanks to Resolution 2240, the EU was able to
pass to the second phase of a Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) operation launched
during the summer, EUNAVFOR MED Operation Sophia.

Already in May 2015, the EU’s former High Representative for Foreign and Security Affairs
Federica Mogherini had informed the UN Security Council of the situation in the
Mediterranean and the intention to set up a CSDP naval operation with UN backing
(European Council, 2015a, 5). The operation, approved by the European Council on 18 May
2015, was conceived of to prevent more people from dying at sea, a human tragedy pinned dir-
ectly on smuggling activities across the central Mediterranean. Actions to prevent deaths at sea by
cutting off smuggling activities had to go in the direction of strengthening the EU’s presence at
sea, specifically to disrupt the business model of smugglers in the southern part of the central
Mediterranean.

Hence the attention given to smuggling and to the need to improve Libya’s capacities to curb
the phenomenon became evident. These aspects could only be ensured by the parallel strength-
ening of the country’s sovereign prerogatives. However, operation EUNAVFORMED Sophia was
only one of many migration-related initiatives undertaken in 2015.

Both because a newly elected Commission had upgraded migration as a top priority for the EU
and because of the heightening of the so-called migration crisis, new emphasis was placed on
framing an overall plan in the field of migration. The Agenda on Migration (European
Commission, 2015a) articulated a new medium to long-term strategy around the fight against
human smuggling, strengthening relations with third states, and improving prospects for citizens
in countries of origin and transit over the medium term. Specifically concerning Libya, which at
that time had not yet come to the centre of the political debate, it was affirmed that such initia-
tives had to be related to the political objective of promoting stability in the country and support-
ing UN initiatives. The review of the European Neighbourhood policy in November 2015
(European Commission, 2015b) introduced a strong focus on cooperation on regular and irregu-
lar migration with partner states and on improving the security of these third states, the latter
being cast in terms of stabilization and ‘resilience’ (12–13).

More than on any other occasion, this overall acknowledgement came to the fore during the
November 2015 Valletta Summit, which was preceded by a critical decision in October 2015 –
namely, to establish a ‘European Union Emergency Trust Fund for stability and to address the
root causes of irregular migration and displaced persons in Africa’ (European Commission,
2015c). The main aim of this fund has been to foster resilience, economic opportunities, security
and development to address the causes of destabilization, forced displacement and irregular
migration. The Fund thus entailed a financial commitment by the EU, complementing traditional
development instruments, for the Sahel region, Lake Chad, the Horn of Africa and North Africa
(Libya included). At the Joint Summit on Migration held in Valetta on 11–12 November, EU and
African leaders issued a political declaration recognising the priority of jointly managing migration
(European Council, 2015b, 2). The declaration prioritized the need to protect migrants – both at sea
and in the desert – from abuse, exploitation and death. Supporting resilience and self-reliance,
boosting socio-economic development, improving asylum perspectives, combating irregular
immigration, human smuggling and trafficking and building capacity on border management and
the return and reintegration of irregular immigrants were key points. In order to achieve some of
these objectives, the EU emergency Trust Fund was cast as a vital instrument.

In talks with African countries, the emphasis put on the exploitation and deaths of migrants
was evident, as was the need to confront these problems through a capacity-building approach
aimed at reducing the outflow of irregular immigrants. This would have proved particularly rele-
vant in the case of Libya, but the political situation there prevented any discussion from moving
forward. For this reason, the adoption of UN Security Council Resolution 2259 (2015) welcoming
the signing of a Libyan Political Agreement and recognising the GNA as the sole legitimate
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government of Libya was crucial. Particularly relevant was the UN invitation to Member States to
urgently respond to requests for assistance from the Libyan government. The resolution also
invited Member States to share information with the new government on smuggling and traffick-
ing activities in Libyan territorial waters and along Libya’s coasts and to help it assist migrants
rescued at sea.

The approach of addressing migrant deaths by dealing with the smuggling networks was thus
well established by the end of 2015. That was particularly so because of a clear association
between Libya’s instability and the smuggling phenomenon, and, consequently with deaths at
sea and in the desert. However, aside from EU humanitarian aid disbursed after 2014 to address
the consequences of the conflict and efforts to extend some programmes of the Trust Fund sup-
porting the United Nations High Commiss ioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the International
Organization for Migration (IOM), throughout 2016 no measures for stricter cooperation with
Libya were concretely advanced (European Commission, 2016). Libya’s fragmented political situ-
ation and its security problems were well documented by the EU, which defined border security
and migration management as being ‘in complete disarray and in dire need of institutional and
legal reform’ (European Council, 2017a, 35). Further concern was expressed about migrants’
detention conditions and the existence of many informal centres, given that the UNHCR
could not access these sites (European Council, 2017a, 37; UN Support Mission, 2016). Libya’s
traditional place at the crossroads of the old trans-Saharan trade and smuggling routes was
referred to, against a backdrop of gangs and armed groups operating at liberty, trading in
migrants, weapons, drugs and engaging in other illicit activities thanks to the absence of effective
police and border control (UN Support Mission, 2016, 54).

Some signs indicating a strong commitment by the EU were indeed present, such as the exten-
sion of EUNAVFOR MED’s mission to include capacity-building tasks and the training of the
Libyan coast guard, and the launch of a high-level dialogue with Libya’s government, led by
the High Representative at the beginning of 2016 (European Commission, 2016, 2). Also, in
August 2016, the Council extended the duration of the EUBAM Libya mission and enlarged
its potential tasks (pending a request from Libya) (European Council, 2016). Nevertheless, the
acknowledgement that single Member States, Italy foremost, were better positioned to build
more thorough cooperation with Libya was reiterated (European Commission, 2016).

It was only at the beginning of 2017 that efforts to cooperate with Libya achieved concrete
results thanks to the Italian role. This initiative consolidated the existing narrative on smuggling,
backed by financial support from the EU (but not always of single Member States).

Italy’s diplomatic game with Libya
Italy assumed a distinct role in the central Mediterranean from 2013 on when the country
launched a unilateral, humanitarian military operation, Mare Nostrum, after the drowning of
many migrants off Lampedusa.

Italy boasts a long history of intense relations with Libya. It was Italy back in the ‘90s that
restarted dialogue with an internationally isolated Libya and its decisive leadership was also cru-
cial in restarting closer cooperation in 2017. Mainly thanks to the new Minister of the Interior,
Marco Minniti, new initiatives were proposed. However, European support was vital in advancing
the strategy Minniti had in mind. This was a comprehensive ‘method’ based on stabilization, pol-
itical reconciliation and the opening of economic opportunities for the local population to
weaken and impair the networks of organized crime and, hence, reduce arrivals in the EU.
Also, according to Minniti, work had to be done to improve the human rights of migrants
and asylum seekers present in Libya.

Against this backdrop, 2017 can rightly be called ‘the year of the central Mediterranean’, for
the number of initiatives undertaken concerning the region. On 14 January 2017, Italy approved
the implementation of a mission aimed at training the Libyan coastguard by the Guardia di
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Finanza (Italy’s financial crimes police) and maintaining naval assets donated before the civil
war. The mission was not new but had been suspended for security reasons – indeed, it imple-
mented an agreement signed between the two countries in 2007, on the joint patrolling of Libyan
territorial waters backed up by a later protocol in 2009. The mission could now be cast as a legit-
imate effort not only to prevent irregular immigration (its original objective) but also to contrib-
ute to stabilizing the country.

For its part, the EU inaugurated a new phase in relations with Libya. On 25 January 2017
(in coordination with Italy), it delivered a document wholly dedicated to the central Mediterranean
(European Commission, 2017a, 1). The document clearly put Libya at centre stage. It made
clear that smugglers and traffickers were the greatest beneficiaries of the instability looming
large in the country and the country’s weak capacity in territorial and border control. It under-
lined that those criminal networks were further contributing to the country’s instability merely by
existing and by endangering migrants’ rights. Promoting the stabilization of the country would
thus significantly curtail smugglers’ room for manoeuvre and avoid migrants’ deaths at sea,
while clearly reducing inflows into Europe. An additional point was to insist on strengthening
Libya’s control capacities: given an increased presence at sea (also of search and rescue activities)
close to Libyan waters, smugglers had changed strategy, loading migrants in completely unsafe
vessels, and counting on those vessels being rescued close to or in Libyan waters. Hence,
training the coastguard would increase the possibility of saving migrants in Libyan waters but
also of intercepting smugglers before they could attempt dangerous enterprises (European
Commission, 2017a, 6). While the EU would contribute to such capacity-building with all the
efforts at its disposal (EUNAVFOR MED Sophia and EUBAM Libya), it was clearly stated that
Member States had a significant role to play (European Commission, 2017b, 3).

Alongside the emphasis on capacity-building in both northern and southern Libya, the docu-
ment recognized the need for a comprehensive strategy for the country, aimed at improving
human rights conditions,3 socio-economic development, and actively engaging Libyan munici-
palities to increase ownership throughout the process. These efforts were intended as an attempt
to diminish the causes of irregular emigration and thus the profit-making opportunities for
smugglers. Coordination between Italy and the EU was facilitated by the 2 February 2017
issue of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Libya and Italy (Governo Italiano,
2017a). In recalling the cultural and historical linkages between the two countries – as well as
the existing agreements, such as the 2008 Treaty of Friendship, Partnership and Cooperation –
the parties committed to collective efforts to confront the problem of irregular arrivals in Italy
and its consequences, and fight terrorism, smuggling, trafficking and contraband.4 The MOU
was followed by a set of initiatives taken over the next months. Meanwhile, in full support of
both the central Mediterranean strategy and the MOU, the European Council’s Malta
Declaration was announced just a day after the Italian initiative (European Council, 2017b).

Italian initiatives during 2017 included the creation of a Contact Group on the Central
Mediterranean route, which first met on 19 March (Ministero dell’Interno, 2017a). Discussions
with engaged ministers from Europe and north Africa (Italy, Austria, France, Germany,
Tunisia, Libya, Malta, Slovenia, Switzerland) mainly centred on tackling the smugglers’ business
model – the criminal gangs reported to being the only ones profiting from irregular migrant
flows. The number of deaths at sea in 2016 was declared to be unacceptable, as was the unknown
number of persons dying in the desert (Central Mediterranean Contact Group, 2017a).

3In this respect, a programme had already been adopted in December 2016 under the EU Emergency Trust Fund to pro-
vide assistance at disembarkation points and in centres and to assist migrants to return to their origin countries (European
Commission, 2017b, 10).

4As recalled by Minister Minniti, the conditions visible at the time of Gaddafi in Libyan centres had to be absolutely pre-
vented. Thus, the return of some international organizations, such as the IOM and the UNHCR, to Libya had to be applauded
(Cazzullo, 2017).
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According to Minister Minniti, stabilizing Libya and fighting smugglers were two faces of the
same coin (Ministero dell’Interno, 2017b). The training of the Libyan coastguard and the resti-
tution on behalf of Italy of 10 patrol vessels by mid-May 2017 would contribute to empowering
the Libyan coastguard and would advance the objective of intercepting boats in Libyan territorial
waters and bringing them back to Libyan ports. Only shared responsibility, it was reported in the
final declaration, could ensure success (Central Mediterranean Contact Group, 2017a). The idea
of a comprehensive strategy aimed at tackling smugglers, however, had to devote attention to
Libya’s northern coasts as much as to the southern border, in full cooperation with neighbouring
actors. On 31 March 2017, Minister Minniti played guarantor (thanks to a major diplomatic
effort) to a peace agreement among three tribes of the southwestern region of Fezzan: the
Tuareg, the Suleyman and the Tebu (Longo, 2017). Pacification was considered fundamental
for addressing smuggling activities and for countering the threat represented by terrorism. It
was also cast as crucial for expanding development opportunities as an alternative to criminal
activities. Simultaneously, the patrolling of Libya’s southern border contributed to the effort of
reducing irregular inflows into Europe.

At the European level, efforts were made to support Italy’s initiatives. Through a programme
funded by the EU Emergency Trust Fund for Africa, €90 million was dedicated to addressing the
socio-economic situation of migrants and refugees in Libya (where their irregular status is crim-
inalized) but also that of the local host communities, thus ‘strengthening resilience of local gov-
ernance structures’ (European Commission, 2017c, 1). Another objective was to train local
authorities on migration-control-related tasks, thereby safeguarding a rights-based approach to
migration (European Commission, 2017b). Projects by the Italian energy company, Ente
Nazionale Idrocarburi (ENI), were financed in this direction.5 On 4 May 2017, the
Commission delivered a document on ‘a renewed impetus of the Africa–EU partnership’ recog-
nising the centrality of shared partnership in facing up to common challenges (European
Commission, 2017c). Shared partnership, ownership and self-reliance were said to be key to
adopting a ‘resilience approach to migration’ (European External Action Service, 2017a, 10).

Notwithstanding these joint efforts, some Member States were still reluctant to allocate the
necessary funds to fully support actions in Libya under the Trust Fund (European
Commission, 2017d). Moreover, with inflows soaring during the summer months, Italy urgently
asked for a revision of disembarkation rules. Thus, on 30 June, Minniti addressed a letter to
European authorities, reporting on the unsustainability of the situation. Subsequently, a revision
of disembarkation rules was proposed to both France and Germany (2 July), and to FRONTEX
through a formal letter (4 July), in the hope of a more shared effort within Operation Triton. For
its part, the Commission presented an Action Plan for immediate measures to support Italy
(European Commission, 2017d), in preparation for the 6–7 July informal meeting of Ministers
of Justice and Home Affairs in Tallinn. The Commission Action Plan asked for more coordin-
ation in search and rescue activities in the central Mediterranean and approved an Italian code
of conduct for NGOs (European Commission, 2017d, 1).6 It also called for an acceleration of
the Libyan coast guard and land authorities’ capacity-building efforts, also through the approval
of a plan jointly envisaged by the Commission and Italy, for €46 million, to be financed under the
Trust Fund.7 However, the informal meeting in Tallinn did not bring about the kind of support
solicited by Italy for the ‘regionalization’ of rescue operations.

Italy’s diplomatic efforts with Libya did not stop, but rather took on greater momentum in the
face of Member States’ lack of solidarity. On 13 July 2017, Minister Minniti met with Libyan

5The programme aimed, among other things, to address migrant reintegration in origin countries in coordination with the
IOM (thus absorbing the December 2016 programme).

6For a critical analysis, see Cusumano (2017).
7This multi-year programme was to enhance border surveillance in Libya both in the north and south of the country.

Mostly funded by the Trust Fund, it also received funds from the Italian government (€2.2 million) and the EU Internal
Security Fund (European Commission 2017e).
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mayors from the coast and the southern border to define possible lines of intervention (Ludovico,
2017a). Minniti’s speech in Tripoli on ‘freeing the country from the plague of human smuggling
and opening up new future opportunities for children’ was extensively broadcast and local repre-
sentatives arrived at the meeting with detailed development projects in hand (Ludovico, 2017a).
As reported by the Minister, ‘it has not been easy to break the sound-wall, but we finally did it’
(Ministero dell’Interno, 2017a). The overall process had been started, Minniti argued, through
liaison with the Sarraj government,8 with an agreement to develop a brand-new coast guard,
unknown to the country until that moment (Ministero dell’Interno, 2017a). Cooperation was
nurtured by the Libyan government’s formal request for a more proactive role for Italy in the
fight against smuggling (Ludovico, 2017b). Concretely, the request (the second after a first one
on 23 July) was for a naval military presence on the Libyan coast. The request was approved
by Italy on 2 August 2017 (Senato della Repubblica, 2017) and relied on vessel units of Mare
Sicuro, a mission already present in the Mediterranean since 2015. The objectives of this ongoing
mission included protecting ENI’s oil and gas platforms off the Libyan coast as well as protecting
merchant vessels and preventing terrorism (Ceccorulli and Coticchia, 2020).9 Given Libya’s spe-
cific request, the new mission was intended to comply with UN Resolutions soliciting capacity-
building and assistance.

Meanwhile, on 24 July 2017, the second meeting of the Contact Group on the Central
Mediterranean was convened in Tunis (Central Mediterranean Contact Group, 2017b).10

Discussions centred on coordination efforts to fight the smuggling of migrants through capacity-
building but also brought to the fore the issue of enhanced legal migration. Another meeting was
held on 28 August between France, Italy, Germany and Spain together with Chad, Niger and
Libya (Governo Italiano, 2017b). Concerning Libya, dialogue centred on fighting migrant smuggling
through improved control capacities to save lives, accelerating migrants’ protection through volun-
tary returns, and helping to establish alternatives to smuggling in local communities. In July and
August 2017, there was an impressive drop in arrivals in Italy: while 23,000 migrants were recorded
as landing in both May and June, the figures in August were not even 4000 (five times less than
August 2016) despite the season, and remained below 6500 for the rest of the year (Table 1).

The publication in November 2017 of an exclusive report by CNN showing migrants being
sold as slaves by smugglers in Libya strengthened the argument advanced by Italy and the EU
on the criminal role of these actors and echoed loudly among African citizens (Elbagir et al.,
2017). The President of the African Union (AU), Ipha Conde, and High Commissioner
Mogherini swiftly and strongly condemned human smuggling and trafficking and reiterated
their commitment to helping Libya tackle that challenge. The GNA declared it was ready to
take up the challenge but also required the international community’s support. That event pro-
duced an effect on the content of the AU–EU Summit (the fifth among the partners) held in
Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire in late November, placing at the forefront the challenge of ending the prac-
tice of slavery and improving migrants’ conditions (European Council, 2017c). To facilitate the
task of ‘saving and protecting migrants’ lives along the route’ (European Council, 2017c), an
AU–EU–UN Task Force was created, building on the programme already running under the
EU Trust Fund in collaboration with the IOM to improve efforts for voluntary return and the
resettlement of those in need.11

8Contacts were however established also with General Haftar, a necessary step according to Minister Minniti, in a process
of national reconciliation (Cazzullo 2017).

9See also https://www.marina.difesa.it/cosa-facciamo/per-la-difesa-sicurezza/operazioni-in-corso/Pagine/MareSicuro.aspx
10A third one was held in Bern on 13 November 2017.
11The acceleration of the voluntary return programme was visible between November and December 2017, when 3000

migrants were assisted in returning (EEAS 2017b).
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Migration diplomacy: critical observations
As just seen, Italy’s intensified engagement in the southern Mediterranean during the summer
months, to the point of a military deployment in Libyan waters, coincided with a significant
drop in inflows of irregular immigrants. However, concurrent events could have also been
decisive in curbing flows towards Italy: intra-Libyan struggles leading to instability may have ren-
dered departures difficult to organize or, for detractors of NGO search and rescue activities, the
halt in arrivals may well have been determined by their reduced presence in the Mediterranean
after the establishment of the Code of Conduct. Some authors specifically point to the
co-optation of militias involved in human smuggling as the reason for the sudden drop in arrivals
(Maggie, 2017; Micallef and Reitano, 2017). Hence the change in the powerful role of the few
militia controlling human smuggling at that moment had led to a significant and lasting reduc-
tion in outflows (Varvelli and Villa, 2018). Likewise, others point to the militias extending
migrants’ permanence in formal and informal centres in Libya as an explanation (Varvelli and
Villa, 2019). Be that as it may, Italy’s and the EU’s actions somehow achieved the intended object-
ive of curbing inflows, albeit at the cost of intense criticism.

The first criticism has to do with the viability of migration objectives as well as state-building
goals. While coordination with the Sarraj government was clearly prioritized, the assumption that
this political authority had full control of the country would be highly erroneous, given the frag-
mented internal political scenario. Indeed, Libya has few unitary state institutions, and those that
do exist seem to exercise no substantive power. This assessment is even more complicated by the
fact that the roles of different actors within the country have sometimes been dubious and prone
to sudden change. This has made it more difficult to frame a clear strategy or a common policy
line, balancing different interests propelled by a clear, identifiable actor. The absence of a func-
tioning and normal state in Libya has been clearly stated: this was the factor that prompted smug-
glers to act undisturbed to begin with, the argument went. This element indeed might at first sight
represent both a methodological and practical challenge to migration diplomacy if we assume
states’ strength and capacity as key to the process. However, an increasing strand of the literature
has started taking into account the interaction between non-state actors and states’ formal migra-
tion diplomacy aims (Malit and Tsourapas, 2021).

The peculiarity of this case is that it represents a situation in which migration-related tasks and
state-building objectives have sustained and nurtured each other in the diplomatic effort.
Conceptually, this uncovers a new dimension of migration diplomacy which extends to intra-state
relations. While generally referring to the GNA in its rhetoric, the diplomatic efforts of Italy in par-
ticular addressed multiple actors (the GNA, municipalities, tribes and indeed, although tacitly,

Table 1. Landings in Italy in 2016 and 2017

Landings 2016 Landings 2017

January 5273 4468
February 3828 8971
March 9676 10853
April 9149 12943
May 19957 22993
June 22339 23526
July 23552 11461
August 21294 3920
September 16975 6282
October 27384 5984
November 13581 5641
December 8428 2268

Source: Dipartimento Libertà Civili e Immigrazione (2017) Cruscotto statistico giornaliero 31/12/2017. Ministero dell’Interno, http://www.
libertaciviliimmigrazione.dlci.interno.gov.it/sites/default/files/allegati/cruscotto_statistico_giornaliero_31-12-2017.pdf
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militias). A major effort in the diplomatic game, in fact, consisted of acknowledging the roles of the
different actors who had a significant impact on migration dynamics, and encapsulating these actors
into a predictable path towards political authority, thus reducing challenges related to reliability.

A second issue concerns the expected aims of the interaction. Reducing inflows along the cen-
tral Mediterranean route does not seem to have been accompanied by the strengthening of Libyan
institutions. On the contrary, the opposite has been observed, with the added impediment of the
disruptive role of European and international actors, providing their support to different factions
to gain more leverage on the country (Varvelli and Villa, 2018). Also, in stark contrast to the
decline in migrant numbers along the central Mediterranean route, no comparable drop was
registered in Libya itself in that period, and the empowerment of criminal organizations has
remained constant, with migration and hydrocarbon smuggling activities nurturing and reinfor-
cing one another (Mannocchi, 2017; Piovesana, 2017; Pradella and Cillo, 2020). Also, the recog-
nition that militia largely profit from illicit trafficking (mainly of migrants and hydrocarbons)
should have inspired a debate on how to incentivize different sources of income including
how to more efficiently distribute hydrocarbon rents as part of a fair and more effective state-
building process (Mannocchi, 2017; Varvelli and Villa, 2018). According to some scholars, the
modality of co-opting militias involved in human smuggling into new governmental institutions
was not only dysfunctional (Pack, 2019; Megerisi and Varvelli, 2020) but also ran contrary to the
objective of political stability (Micallef and Reitano, 2017; Baldwin-Edwards and Lutterbeck,
2019; Herbert, 2019). Additionally, even though efforts have been made to address local chal-
lenges, some researchers maintain that human smuggling operates differently in different parts
of the country according to varying economic and security situations (Micallef and Reitano,
2017). Understanding this would be far more helpful than any attempt at strengthening the cap-
acities of the central government (Al Arabi, 2018).12

But the effect on migrants is the aspect of the diplomatic game that cannot be overlooked. This
is both because of its negative consequences for migrants and because it plainly contradicts Italy’s
and the EU’s narrative. Even before Gaddafi’s end, EU and Italian cooperation with Libya on
migration (but also on other dossiers such as hydrocarbons) had been denounced as having pro-
duced dire consequences for migrants’ treatment and fate. After 2011, the situation spiralled even
more out of control, with effects of displacement and increased vulnerability resulting from the
consequences of the military intervention and tough European policies on irregular immigration
(Pradella and Rad, 2017; Pradella and Cillo, 2020). Commentators have condemned the blatant
hypocrisy of masking the objective of curbing arrivals on European shores, with the smokescreen
of attempting to act on humanitarian grounds (Amnesty International, 2017; Oxfam, 2017;
Baldwin-Edwards and Lutterbeck, 2019). Interdiction operations by the Libyan coast guard
and the situation of detention structures (often run by militias) stand out as stark examples;
and the coast guard’s involvement in human smuggling has been denounced and sanctioned
(Porsia, 2017; United Nations Security Council, 2017; Megerisi, 2018; Campbell and
D’Agostino, 2021; Mannocchi, 2017). Meanwhile, the endorsement of militia leaders as key pol-
itical actors could only diminish responsiveness to requests for human rights protection (Varvelli
and Villa, 2019). The use of funds from the EU Emergency Trust Fund for migration-related
objectives would be a further confirmation of the priority given first and foremost to the reduc-
tion of irregular immigration (CINI and Concord Italia, 2017; Fine and Megerisi, 2019). The
strengthening of Libyan search and rescue capabilities contributed to endangering migrants’
lives by bringing them back to a largely insecure situation in which protection was and is absent
(UNHCR, 2019), while deployment of CSDP missions in the Mediterranean did not undermine
but merely re-oriented smugglers’ strategies. Had migrants’ lives been the main issue at stake,

12Looking at the different political economies of irregular immigration operating in African regions, as well as the role of
actors, local governance and stability/instability dynamics would be advisable if the risks of exacerbating the causes of emi-
gration are to be avoided (Molenaar and El Kamouni-Janssen 2017).
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fighting smuggling would have first and foremost allowed for more legal migration opportunities
in the EU, as advocated by the origin and transit countries of the Contact Group, including the
resettlement of persons in need of protection (ECRE, 2018). Instead, voluntary return pro-
grammes via cooperation with sometimes disputable countries were opted for.

Conclusion
During 2017, interactions between the EU, Italy and Libya have been frequent and have largely
involved migration. Following years of soaring arrivals of migrants on Italian shores, both actors
have been negotiating with the north African country to lessen the flow by adopting a specific
approach.

This approach, somehow conforming to UN Council Resolutions regarding the country, con-
sisted of helping Libya to regain full control of its sovereign prerogatives after years of civil unrest.
Part of this effort entailed restoring the country’s capacity to control its own borders and fight
human smuggling, believed to impinge on the country’s unity, stability, security and develop-
ment. This article has presented a case of migration diplomacy, that is, of the diplomatic use
of migration to achieve goals for all actors at the negotiation table. While Italy and the EU
had an evident interest in forcing the migration issue to dilute pressures on European borders,
for Libya, or, better, the GNA, collaboration could mean international legitimacy, recognition
and support for restoring statehood. Hence migration featured as a means and an end for the
different players.

The article has also demonstrated how a triangular relationship has been at play. The EU’s
aims with Libya could hardly have been met through direct interaction: the Union’s action
could only support Italian moves, mainly financially, as the Mediterranean country had far
more leverage due to its longstanding relations with Libya. At the same time though, Italy’s
initiatives could only be pursued against the backdrop of the Union’s framework and were some-
how accelerated by the lack of solidarity shown by other Member States: hence, for example, the
military deployment in Libyan territorial waters took place after a series of hectic (but unsuccess-
ful) attempts to get more money for programmes for origin and transit countries and ‘regional-
ize’ disembarkments to reduce the weight of significant arrivals. Undeniably, the diplomatic
game rotating around migration was open to much criticism, questioning the viability of diplo-
matic talks with a loose political authority (and its implications), the accomplishments of pur-
ported objectives on both sides of the negotiation table and, chiefly, the fate of those not
sitting at the table and yet bearing most of the consequences of deals reached, that is, the
migrants.

The EU–Turkey Statement of 2016 has been observed as one specimen of migration diplo-
macy while this article has proposed a relevant second one. Yet there are many more cases to be
explored to broaden the literature and go beyond available studies on the external dimension to
migration: the EU–Afghanistan Joint Way Forward of 2016 or EU cooperation with Serbia and
North Macedonia during the migration crisis are just two examples. Also, pertinent cases for
the analysis of triangular migration diplomacy could be EU–Greece–Turkey and EU–
Croatia–Bosnia relations: in both cases, the EU’s actions took place as part of already consoli-
dated (although not necessarily smooth) encounters between bordering states on many levels,
including migration management (Baldwin-Edwards, 2006; Geddes and Taylor, 2016). The
same can be said of the more recent and intricate relations between Morocco, Spain and the
EU, with a particular focus on Ceuta and Melilla (El Azzouzi and Brahim, 2021) or, to stay
with Afghanistan, the recent takeover of the Taliban and forthcoming relations with the EU
and neighbouring states, Pakistan foremost. The use of migration by Belarus along the border
with Lithuania and Poland as a message to the EU is but another key episode worth noting.
Another interesting analysis could focus on the triangular game at play between the EU, the
UK and Ireland after Brexit (De Mars and Murray, 2020), also in the light of the Common
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Travel Area MOU signed in 2019; relations between the EU, UK and France are sure to be
another relevant page of the Brexit dossier. And indeed, research could be extended far beyond
the European radar to appreciate how migration diplomacy enters and affects international rela-
tions and vice versa: in this sense, an analysis of triangular migration diplomacy between the
US, Mexico and Central America would also make a valuable contribution (Brice, 2019;
Jaffe, 2021).
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